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A quadrature transmit /receive coil for proton-decoupled An ideal coil configuration for in vivo proton-decoupled
NMR spectroscopy requires a highly sensitive 13C coil as13C or 31P spectroscopy half-volume applications, which re-

tains optimal performance on the 1H frequency, was built. well as an efficient proton-decoupling coil. Ideally, those
coils have very similar areas of sensitivity, yet show noSpecifically, no RF field profile distortions due to coil inter-

actions were observed. This and the quadrature 1H coil de- significant electromagnetic interaction or degenerated
field patterns. Both aims are especially difficult to achievesign resulted in a fourfold improvement in the power require-

ments over conventional, linear-polarized designs. A single for 13C applications, since the quarter wavelength of 13C
is very close to the 1H wavelength. In addition, since thelowpass filter of 00.1 dB insertion loss was sufficient for

broadband proton decoupling experiments on a 4 T whole- power absorption increases with B 2
0 , the proton-coil effi-

body system. Images and spectra show excellent sensitivity ciency may determine the feasibility of decoupling within
at both frequencies. Broadband decoupling depicting narrow the FDA guidelines (2–7 ) .
metabolite resonances from glutamate, taurine, and creatine Several surface-coil configurations have been used for
in the human leg and human brain was possible within FDA broadband-decoupled 13C MRS in humans (4, 8–13) . Many
guidelines for power absorption. applications successfully used two concentric circular sur-

Proton decoupling is a necessary requirement to achieve face coils (8–10) . A serious drawback of such a configura-
optimal sensitivity for 13C MR spectroscopy (MRS) and tion is the inherent 1H flux blockage of the inner 13C coil,
may provide substantial improvements for 31P MRS. NOE since the 13C coil is almost short-circuited at the 1H frequency
generation can enhance sensitivity up to threefold for 13C (9) . Consequently the proton-coil performance is rather poor
MRS. To a lesser extend, the same holds true for 31P MRS, adjacent to the 13C coil, resulting in excessive power require-

ments for proton decoupling. Despite these drawbacks, con-in that 1H decoupling can increase spectral resolution, espe-
cially in the PME and PDE resonances at low magnetic centric coil design was not prohibitive for some clinical

applications using small coils at 4.7 T (14) as well as atfields (1) , and improved signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) can be
obtained by NOE generation. These heteronuclear tech- 1.5–2.1 T (15, 16) . However, for the volumes needed for

human applications at 4 T, we found that the performanceniques use relatively long and intense RF irradiation at the
1H frequency, which can make it difficult to achieve decou- of the proton coil in a double concentric arrangement was

not sufficient for decoupling within FDA guidelines.pling in humans within FDA guidelines for power absorp-
tion. Both NOE generation and proton decoupling perform Alternatively, double-tuned surface coils (17–20) have

the advantage that the sensitivity profile is the same at bothwell in decoupling RF field amplitude B2 above a certain
threshold. In order to achieve maximal NOE enhancement frequencies and that the problem of flux blockage is elimi-

nated. However, in terms of a decoupling application it isand decoupling performance, 1H power is determined by the
demand that B2 exceed this threshold over the entire sensitive very difficult to design circuitry that provides sufficient elec-

tromagnetic isolation without limiting the coil performancevolume of the X-nucleus coil. This requirement can lead to
excessive local RF absorption rates when an inhomogenous for one of the nuclei. This is especially true for double-tuned

coils at very high fields, such as 4 T, since a very-high-fieldRF field is applied. Due to the stronger chemical-shift disper-
sion of the carbon-bound protons and the larger 13C– 1H coil requires distributed capacitors to compensate for coil-

current phase errors that become severe if coil dimensionscoupling, these requirements are by far more stringent for
broadband-decoupled 13C MRS than for 31P MRS. approach the quarter wavelength.

To avoid substantial coil-flux coupling, the coils or theIt is clear from these considerations that the coil design
is of crucial importance to a successful application of coil fields can be arranged in an orthogonal fashion

(4, 12, 13) . Bottomley et al. (4) used a figure-8 type geome-proton decoupling, especially at higher fields such as 4 T.
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try (‘‘butterfly design’’) (21) for the 1H decoupling coil at of utilizing surface coils to generate circularly polarized RF
fields for decoupling and imaging (13) . We therefore sought1.5 T, where the proton B2 field is parallel to the 13C coil

plane. Merkle et al. (12) described a similar design at 4 T a combination of basic transmit /receive coils, where a lin-
early polarized 13C coil minimally affects the B2 field distri-with the 1H coil loops of the figure-8 coil connected in

parallel and the overall coil length kept as short as possible. bution of a quadrature 1H coil which permits efficient low-
power decoupling at 4 T with negligible performance lossSince the physical coil length approaches the 1H wavelength

at 4 T, a figure-8 coil connected in parallel is preferable over on either channel.
The coil was mounted on a half-cylindrical acrylic glassserial-connected designs. Inherent in all figure-8 type coil

designs is the rapidly decreasing B2 along the 13C coil axis, former held in place by a wooden support structure. The
curvature of the acrylic glass former was chosen to fit anwhich may require excessive 1H power to decouple the entire

volume of the 13C coil and thus may lead to excessive local average human head comfortably. The two circular 1H coil
loops were arranged spatially on the acrylic glass supportSAR values close to the crossing point of the coil loops.

All of the aforementioned designs were linearly polarized structure to generate a quadrature field (23–25) in the area
adjacent to the 13C coil (Fig. 1b). The 13C coil consisted ofcoils. However, since the decoupling power needed increases
a single-loop solenoidal coil with a diameter of 7 cm. Thiswith B 2

0 , it is highly desirable to use the benefits of a quadra-
coil was made from 1

4 9 copper tubing and did not have anyture 1H coil, which can reduce the power requirements up
to two-fold (22) . We have previously shown the principles capacitive shortenings. Coarse tuning to 42.5 MHz was

FIG. 1. (a) Schematic of the overall coil arrangement including the filters, preamplifiers, and T/R switch. (b) Schematic of the coil in the axial
plane. The arrows indicate the different directions along which the proton decoupling coil (shaded) was spatially varied to minimize mutual coil coupling
and to optimize the quadrature field. Change of A , A *, and B resulted in minimized interaction between the 1H coil and the 13C coil (black). The 1H
coils were geometrically decoupled through adjustments of the overlap C . The overlap C is determined by the 1H coil diameter and to a lesser extent
by the overall spatial arrangement; therefore a change along A , A *, and B leads to a readjustment of C .
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TABLE 1
Measurements of the Mutual Coil Coupling and the Coil Quality Factor Q

Coil coupling (S12), loadeda Qo /Qload

1H coil 1H coil 13C coil 1H coil All coils
13C coil (07)b (907)b onlyc onlyc presentd

13C coil — 020.4 dB 021.5 dB 550/78 — 450/78
1H coil (07)b 020.4 dB — 026.3 dB — 330/50 290/50
1H coil (907)b 021.5 dB 026.3 dB — — 335/50 290/50

a Phantom, 2.5 l of 100 mM NaCl solution.
b See Fig. 1b.
c Only the indicated coil; all other coil loops were physically removed.
d Complete coil configuration.

achieved with a 100 pF high-Q ceramic capacitor (American coils were shielded to reduce surface wave effects due to
coil asymmetries, and optimal 13C coil performance wasTechnical Ceramics, Huntington Station, New York). To

utilize the high surface coil sensitivity close to the 13C coil maintained by arranging the shielding boxes at least 5 cm
away from the 13C coil wire. For the balanced output circuitsplane, we reduced the distance to the sample to less than 1

cm by cutting a groove into the acrylic glass former for the we used variable high-Q , high voltage capacitors (Voltron-
ics, Denville, New Jersey).13C coil wire. Each of the 1H coil loops was 12 cm in diame-

ter and was three times capacitively shortened using high- Experiments were performed on a 4 T whole-body Siemens
(Siemens Medical Systems, Erlangen, Germany) magnet inter-Q 15 pF ceramic capacitors (American Technical Ceram-

ics) . The 1H coil loops were constructed from 3
8 9 copper faced with a Sisco/Varian (Palo Alto, California) console. For

heteronuclear experiments, we used a custom-designed 169tubing. The loop diameter of 12 cm for the 1H coil was
MHz bandpass filter (FSY Microwave Inc., Rockville, Mary-chosen to optimize the quadrature field in the sensitive vol-
land) with an insertion loss of 01.5 dB and with 080 dBume of the 13C coil and to minimize the coupling between
stopband attenuation in the proton decouple path (Fig. 1a). Athe quadrature 1H coil and the 13C coil. To reduce high flux
single lowpass filter (FSY Microwave Inc.) with00.1 dB inser-regions close to the wires, we maintained a minimum dis-
tion loss at 42.5 MHz and 080 dB stopband attenuation at 169tance of at least 1.5 cm between the 1H coil wires and the
MHz was inserted between the 13C coil and the T/R switch. Aobserved tissue. As indicated in the cross-sectional diagram
homebuilt narrowband preamplifier with a low noise figure ofin Fig. 1b, inherent in the design is an increased distance of
0.3 dB and with /34 dB gain at 42.5 MHz amplified the 13Capproximately 3 cm between the tissue and the very-high-
signal immediately after the T/R switch. The 1H coil loopsflux area close to the wire overlap area between the two
were connected through a quadrature hybrid to the transmit portproton coils. The coils were tuned and matched to 50 V and
and to the 169 MHz preamplifier. We calibrated the 1H decou-decoupled from each other while loaded on the laboratory
pler power at the input transmit port of the quadrature hybridbench with a suitable phantom (2.5 l destilled water, 100
(KDI Electronics, Whippany, New Jersey). For the calibrationml saline) as well as a human leg. Electromagnetic coupling
measurement, we used a 030 dB high-power attenuator andbetween the coils was minimized by altering the overlap
measured with a power meter (Rhode & Schwartz, Munich,between the 1H coil loops as assessed using a HP 4396A
Germany) during long decoupler-pulse trains. We verified thenetwork analyzer (Hewlett Packard, Palo Alto, California) .
reading by measuring the peak-to-peak voltage with an oscillo-Additional reduction was achieved by spatially rearranging
scope, taking the attenuation of the measurement lines intothe quadrature 1H coil toward the fixed mounted 13C coil
account.(Fig. 1b). We optimized the coil decoupling in a standard

To determine residual field interactions, we measured theS12 analyzer measurement, transmitting into the 13C coil and
difference in the 13C coil quality factor Q with the tunedreceiving with one of the 1H coil loops and vice versa. As
quadrature 1H coil in place and after physically removingsummarized in Table 1, the resulting coupling between the
the 1H coil loops (Table 1). There was no measurable differ-13C coil and either of the 1H coil loops was less than 020 dB
ence in the loaded case, which indicated negligible coil inter-for various loading situations (phantom, human leg, human
action or field distortion. The loaded quality factor (QL) forhead). We found the achieved isolation to be sufficient for
the 13C coil was unchanged at QL Å 78. We verified this bybroadband decoupling without addition of further perfor-
assessing the 13C coil performance with and without themance-limiting circuit elements such as l /4 lines. The bal-

anced output circuits (26) to tune and match each of the quadrature 1H coil by measuring the 13C coil pulse widths
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on a small sphere containing 13C formic acid placed at the by the reduced coil size of either of the 1H loops, and by
the greatly reduced flux interactions. Assuming the duty cy-13C coil center, which were unaffected by the quadrature 1H

coil. In contrast to a standard double concentric coil con- cle (DC) of the proton decoupling to be 10%, the decoupling
peak power of 30 W (Pmax) leads to 3 W average RF radia-sisting of a 7 cm 13C coil and a linearly polarized 14 cm 1H

coil, we found that the presented coil showed no significant tion (Paver. ) . Furthermore, with a coil efficiency of approxi-
mately 83% due to the achieved Q0 /Q1 ratio of 5.8 (Tabledegradation of the 1H RF field distribution by the 13C coil.

The 1H 907 pulse width at the 13C coil center was 500 ms at 1) and neglecting radiation losses, one can assume that ap-
proximately 2.5 W is maximally irradiated into the load30 W peak power for the quadrature proton coil compared

to 120 W peak power for the linear proton coil with a double (Pload ) , since
concentric arrangement. This fourfold improvement in the
power requirements can be explained by the quadrature gain, Pload Å Pmax 1 DC 1 (1 0 Q1 /Q0) É 2.5 W. [1]

FIG. 2. FLASH (27) images of a human leg and head (FOV 20 1 20 cm, TR Å 60 ms, TE Å 7 ms, flip angle 307) : (A) axial image of a human
leg, (B) sagittal image of a human leg, (C) axial image of a human head, (D) sagittal image of a human head. The image intensity is approximately
proportional to B 2

2 , due to the 307 flip angle; therefore the images display the overall power distribution. There are no apparent ‘‘hot spots’’ or dielectric
resonances. Note the small sphere containing 13C formic acid in the sagittal images (B, D), indicating the 13C coil plane.
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of the two loops leads to a noticeable hot spot at the 13C
coil center. Second, the decrease in sensitivity with depth is
relatively rapid, resulting in an inhomogeneous coil profile
along the y axis. Therefore, a substantial amount of RF
power is deposited in the tissue close to the central crossing
point of the figure-8 type 1H coil. Removing this crossing
area away from the tissue, on the other hand, leads to a far
less efficient coil and ultimately results in even higher power
requirements.

We found that the half-volume quadrature 1H decoupled
coil design presented is less critical in terms of excessive
local SAR than all of the aforementioned coil designs for
three reasons: First, the quadrature coil has far reducedFIG. 3. Sensitivity profiles of the 1H quadrature coil along the 13C coil

axis. The data were obtained from a selected column by using FASTMAP power requirements and is more efficient. Second, to
(28) while increasing the RF power. The envelope of the projections there- achieve an optimal quadrature field in the 13C coil center,
fore maps the 1H coil B2 profile. The highest 1H coil B2 sensitivity was the two 1H coil loops were placed as perpendicular as
close to the 13C coil plane. An aqueous solution of 250 mM glucose (100

possible, which increased the distance between the wiresmM NaCl) was used. The edge artifact observed in phantom studies (5
in the very sensitive wire overlap area and the tissue, andmm rim of high intensity) was caused by dielectric resonances due to the

phantom geometry and was not observed in vivo. therefore the spatial distribution of the deposited power
was more homogeneous. Third, the quadrature 1H coil has
a very modest decrease in sensitivity along the y axis,
which is linear, as shown in Fig. 3.As can be seen from imaging experiments (Fig. 2) , excel-

In a worst-case calculation, to estimate the local SAR, welent homogeneity was present in at least a 16 1 12 1 8 cm
measured the B2 profile along the vertical 13C coil axis in avolume adjacent to the 13C coil; therefore, most of this power
phantom (Fig. 3) . We measured an approximately linearwill be absorbed by approximately 1.5 kg body tissue (31) .
decrease to 45% of the maximal sensitivity at a depth of 8This is well below FDA guidelines for power absorption.
cm. Profiles obtained in imaging experiments on the humanIt should be emphasized that excellent RF homogeneity,
leg and head were found to decrease similarly with depthespecially the absence of ‘‘hot spots’’ at the sample surface,
(y axis) ; however, the edge effect due to dielectric reso-implies low local SAR values. However, broadband decou-
nances as measured in the phantom (Fig. 3) was not ob-pling can potentially irradiate a critical level of RF power
served in in vivo MRI projections as well as in in vivolocally into the sample. As pointed out by Bottomley et al.
decoupler power calibrations and hence was ignored. Based(4, 5) , local SAR limits can be exceeded when using an
on Faraday’s law we assumed the local SAR is proportionalinhomogeneous coil for proton decoupling. A figure-8 type
to B 2

2 using Eq. [2] for B 2
2 :1H decoupling coil (4, 5, 12, 13) is specifically critical in

that regard mainly for two reasons: First, the crossing point B2(y)2 Å (B2max 0 (0.07 1 B2max 1 y [cm]))2 [2]

FIG. 4. (a) Shows a 13C NMR spectrum of the human calf muscle acquired in 16 s without (bottom) and with (top) WALTZ-16 (29) broadband
decoupling (TR Å 1.1 s, 10% DC). The decoupled spectrum (top) shows that all 1H-based 13C resonances from the methyl peak at 9 ppm to the olefinic
carbons at 130 ppm are decoupled. (b) The expansion of a 13C NMR spectrum shows detection of the calf muscle glycogen resonances from a female
subject at 100.5 ppm in 32 s (TR Å 126 ms, 256 scans, 1207 hard pulse at the coil center, 26 ms WALTZ-16 (13 W) of 500 Hz bandwidth) . The
average dissipated RF power was less than 2.5 W.
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FIG. 5. (a) Expansion of an unlocalized 13C MR spectrum acquired from a human calf muscle using an adiabatic BIR-4 pulse (30) with NOE
generation and WALTZ-16 (Acq.time Å 170 ms, TR Å 3 s) , showing narrow resonances from the C2 of glutamate (Glu) (55.6 ppm), creatine (CR)
methylene / choline (Cho) methyl (54.8 ppm), taurine (Tau) (48.6 and 35.3 ppm), and creatine methyl at 37.5 ppm and high spectral detail in the
lipid resonances. (b) The effect of three-dimensional localization using 1H-based localization combined with polarization transfer (PRECISELY (31))
shows that Tau can be readily observed in a male triceps surae muscle spectrum (ISIS, TR Å 3 s, WALTZ-16, Acq.time Å 171 ms, 72 ml). (c)
Concomitant localized 1H MR spectra of the human calf muscle (male, triceps surae) at 4 T acquired using STEAM (TR Å 3 s, TE Å 26 ms, TM Å
10 ms, measurement time 3 min, 72 ml) as described previously (32) .

Neglecting RF power deposition deeper than 8 cm, we calcu- the entire cross section of the human calf muscle (Figs. 2A
and 2B) and the posterior two-thirds of the human brainlated by integrating Eq. [2] that at most 21% of the total

irradiated power (Pload ) is deposited within the first centime- (Figs. 2C and 2D). Figure 3 shows that the B2 profile along
the 13C coil axis is very homogeneous over the entire 13Cter of tissue. At least 160 ml of tissue are within this first

centimeter of tissue, as judged from MRI data (Fig. 2) , coil. We used the excellent sensitivity provided by this coil
to acquire spectra from low-concentration metabolites in thewhich leads to 160 g of tissue, assuming a specific gravity

of 1 for the tissue (muscle, brain tissue) . Therefore, the human calf muscle. The spectra of the human calf muscle
shown in Fig. 4a were acquired in 16 s without (bottom)highest local SAR (SARLocal ) for a 10% duty cycle resulting

in Pload É 2.5 W (Eq. [1]) can be estimated not to exceed and with (top) broadband decoupling using WALTZ-16
(29) . The decoupled spectrum (top) shows that all 13C reso-
nances from the methyl peak at 9 ppm to the olefinic carbonsSARlocal õ Pload 1 0.21/0.160 kg Å 3.3 W/kg. [3]
at 130 ppm were decoupled, which demonstrates that effec-
tive broadband decoupling can be easily achieved at 4 TNote that these assumptions overestimate the local SAR en-
using the present coil design. The high sensitivity of the 13Ccountered in vivo, since much of the first centimeter will
coil is illustrated in Fig. 4b, where muscle glycogen wascontain subcutaneous fat tissue with a fourfold decreased
detected in a human calf muscle in 32 s with a SNR of 20:1,conductivity compared to muscle or brain tissue. The calcu-
which compares favorably with the 21:1 SNR reported forlated maximal SARlocal (Eq. [3]) is within the FDA guide-
5 min measurements at 4.7 T using a 3.5 cm 13C coil (15) .lines for local power deposition.

The 1H coil homogeneity was sufficient for 1H MRI of The unlocalized 13C spectrum in Fig. 5a shows resonances
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